
Elevate your shower design
Design is an integral part of the QuickDrain experience. Elegance and performance working together in 
tandem, a seamless blend of style and engineering. QuickDrain is a sophisticated curbed or curbless 

total shower solution, full of refined detail. 
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Have questions? Contact a QuickDrain specialist at 866.998.6685   Need more information? Visit us at LRBrands.com.
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WALLDRAIN

WallDrain offers the ultimate in  
shower luxury and design innovation, 

pushing performance to its limit. 
Because WallDrain is built into the wall 
instead of the floor surface, it offers a 

totally concealed and sleek look.  
WallDrain can be installed in creative  

layouts, inlcuding a custom sink.

SQUAREDRAIN

SquareDrain is an elevated point 
drain shower system that stands 
out from the rest for its design, 

ease of use and versatility – 
helping homeowners, designers 
and installers create a spa-like 

bathroom experience.

SHOWERLINE & PROLINE

From wall-to-wall, QuickDrain’s linear 
drain systems provide total surface 

coverage, improving water evacuation. 
With a variety of styles to choose 

from, there are a myriad of ways our 
linear systems can turn the average 

bathroom into a welcome break from 
the everyday.
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SIMPLE, FASTER, INSTALLATION

The latest in shower innovation that 
saves time and labor. With site-sizable 

PET QuickSlope panels made from 
100% recycled plastic and multiple 
waterproofing options – flexibility  

in design makes the system  
job site ready.

SHOWER ACCESSORIES

QuickDrain BenchSeat™ 
accommodates the ADA standards to 
balance elegant style and accessibility 
that is essential to many today. Every 

QuickDrain BenchSeat™ installed uses 
up to 400 recycled water bottles.

INNOVATIVE SHOWER DESIGN

Tub-to-shower conversions are 
possible with the linear drains, ProLine 

and ShowerLine, and SquareDrain 
systems, making QuickDrain’s system 
the most efficient and flexible way to 

modernize a shower.

PRESLOPED PANELS

QuickDrain’s PET QuickSlope panels, 
made from 100% recycled plastic, 

minimize our environment footprint and 
may help your next project qualify for 

LEED points.

CURBED OR CURBLESS OPTIONS

Shower drains installed with a  
curbless entrance creates an easy 
and seamless transition from dry to 
wet areas in the bathroom. While a 

curbed shower entrance can provide 
separation in the bathroom.

EXTENSIVE STYLE OPTIONS

QuickDrain offers 7 stylish shower drain 
cover design for linear drain and 4 

decorative designs for SquareDrain.  
We are proud to offer the exclusive 

Michael Graves designs in Cosmo and 
Stream Decorative Cover designs.

8 Elegant Finishes to Select From for Linear and Square 

Polished Gold Brushed Gold Polished  
Rose Gold

Polished 
Stainless 

Steel

Brushed 
Stainless 

Steel

Oil Rubbed 
Bronze

Polished 
Black

Matte Black

Features and Benefits

Visit LRBrands.com/Products/Product-Selector-Tool to find the right products for your project!


